NOTICE

It is brought to the notice of all the contractors, who are engaged in temporary civil construction for the Book Fairs that the NBT has decided to withdraw the new octonorm book display pattern for all the book fairs and the said pattern was successfully used by NBT during the 20th NDWBF 2012 (25 February – 4 March 2012) at Pragati Maidan with the following specifications:

“Size of a stall is 3m x 3m, three side paneling of octonorm structure connecting table at the back of size 1m x .5m (1 no.), two tables of 1m x 1m on side with ½ x ½ mtr. diagonally cut from the front, consisting of 9 MS shelves of size 96”x8.5” with 2” depth duly powder coated in white colour”.

Notice is hereby given to all prospective contractors/service providers engaged in the temporary construction of stalls/stands in the Book Fair about the decision of NBT in this regard. The new specification will be made applicable for the tenders floated from 15 August 2012 onwards.

In case of any query, please write to the Deputy Director (Exhibition), NBT, India, New Delhi